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Reality TV could have
been a little more
interesting with ’the Juice’
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Parents
bring kids
to work
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LIFE . . . IS A GAME OF CHESS

By Huonq C Pharn
Daily Slajj (Inter

Hard-hitting rain did not put a
damper on the "Take Our Daughters
and -Sons to Work Day" as children
between the ages of 9 and 15 accompanied their parents to work at San
Jose State University Thursday.
The main event was scheduled from
noon to 2 p.m. at the Seventh Street
barbecue area, but because of the
gloomy, wet weather, the location was
changed to the Loma Prieta room in
the Student Union.
McGruff the Crime Dog was there
to pose for pictures with the children,
while others watched two police officers demonstrate their commands to
their German shepherds and face
painting was provided.
Spartan Catering provided lunch
on an elongated buffet style table
while parents and children participated in activities.
Although the fun activities were
provided for the children, entertainment was not the purpose of yesterday’s_ event.
nWe’re not here to entertain them,
said Suzanne Sundholm, events and
voluntary programs coordinator at
SJSU. "We’re showing them what
other things are here at this universitY"
"Take Our Daughters and Sons to
Work Day" is a spin off from "Take
Our Daughter to Work Day," according to the Take Our Daughters and
Sons to Work Day organization. The
event has been ongoing for about 10
years, according to the organization.
With more than 138 SJSU employees signing up for this year’s event,
SJSU has been hosting this event
See WORK, page 3
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J.P. Denison senior electrical engineering major sat watching friends Colby Sneed and Carlos Ramos, also seniors in electrical engineering, playing chess in the Music room in the
Student Union on Thursday afternoon.

Japanese internment revisited

Local food chain donates

By Carrie Mattingly
Daily Staff Writer

By Matthew Adamski
Daily SEgli’ Writer

Within the San Jose State
University Cultural Heritage Center
in Module A, Mas Hashimoto, 68,
lead a discussion titled "Lessons in
Loyalty: U.S. National Security,
Japanese Internment and the War on
Terrorism."
Hashimoto, an SJSU alumnus, presented a video reenactment of
Executive Order 9066. The executive
order was given on Feb. 19, 1942, and
ordered the evacuation of American
citizens of Japanese descent in the
name of national security.
"A lot of our people are passing on,"
said Hashimoto, who had been
interned, along with his family, from
1942 to 1945. "It is important for us
to do the reenactment."
The reenactment took place on
April 27, 2002 in Watsonville, in the
exact location where the local evacuees were taken before internment in
1942. The event marked the 60th
anniversary of the evacuation.
"The weather was almost identical
to that day 60 years ago," said
Hashimoto, chair of the reenactment.
The people involved in the reenactment were not actors but actual
internees and direct descendants of
the women, men and children evacuated from Santa Cruz County. The
people involved in the production
wore traditional 1940s clothing and
hairstyles and carried suitcases like the
ones their ancestors had used many
years before.
In the reenactment segment shown,
a reporter interviewed several newly
registered families just before stepping
onto the vintage 1942 Greyhound bus
leading them to the California Rodeo
Grounds, a temporary World War II
internment camp in Salinas.
The reporter asked various questions, including what was packed,
what could not be packed and what
was to happen to their land and possessions. Factual information taken
from letters, published newsletters
and personal experiences provided
answers to the 1,500 attendees in
Watsonville the day the video was
shot.
Most of the evacuees in Watsonville
had four days to prepare for the selling
or care-taking responsibilities of their
homes. Many worried about bills and
mortgages. Graduating high schoolers

San Jose
State
University’s
DisABLED Students Association in
partnership with the Golden Key
Honour Society held a fundraiser at
Chevy’s Restaurant on South
Winchester in San Jose. It took place
on Monday, April 21 from I la.m. to 10
p.m.

The fundraiser gave SJSU students
well as their family and friends an
opportunity to enjoy lunch or dinner at
Chevy’s while at the same time providing funds for the DisAB LED
Student’s Association. Twenty percent
of their bill WAS donated back to the
association.
There was Mexican cuisine and a festive atmosphere as people ate their
riled, and supported a SV nut,

\ the e% ent took place all day, people
came and went soda few may have run
into some of their fellow colleagues.
Chevy’s helps with many fundraisers
as a way of giving back to the community.
For future fundraising support,
organizations from SJSU can call
Chevy’s at
(8) 241-0158 to make arrange-

Filipino culture to be showcased
By Carrie Mattingly
Daily Staff Writer
The 15th Annual Philippine
Culture Show will be held in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium at San Jose
State University campus on Friday
and Saturday. Sponsored by Akbayan,
a Filipino organization, the event will
feature cultural and modem dances as
well as the play, "The Ninong."
Set in a serious tone, the multi -racial
cast of "The Ninong" presents a story
that
closely
resembles "The
Godfather" series of films, said Ted
Miranda, co-director of the 15th
Annual Philippine Culture Show. The

he said.
"les a story they can relate to,"
Miranda said. "It’s’ pop culture. It’s
different elements of Philippine culture."
In between acts students will perform cultural and modem dances and
a choir will provide musical entertainment.
Hip-hop, Salsa, cha-cha and tango
performances will be a part of the cultural show. Several cultures will be
represented at the event including
rural, Spanish, Mountain and
Muslim.
Tinikling, the national dance of the
Philippines, will feature costumes
identifying Philippine traditional
play is meant to entert.tin,

dress.
The national language of the
Philippines, Tagalog, will be used
throughout the play,
r, sparingly.
Tinilding is a dance using a pair of 6
feet bamboo poles. The poles are controlled on the floor. The performers
controlling the poles control the
rhythm also.
While the poles are opened, they are
tapped on the floor twice.
Immediately following, the pules are
closed and tapped together. The beat
is continually repeated.
"The Ninong is a student-based
See

FILIPINO, page 3

Hair show to offer style tips
By Rebecca Villaneda
Daily Staj. Writer

Verna Kekendall

Daily Staff

Mas Hashimoto, a member of the Japanese American Citizen’s League,
discussed the internment of Japanese people that occurred 61 years
ago.
missed graduation, while most stu- Americans. They were born in the
dents missed the remainder of school United States. Most of them left the
reporter in disbelief of what was hapyear.
Possessions that were worked hard pening.
Ten percent of the Watsonville popfor were sold extremely cheap.
Pictures of loved ones past were left ulation was ordered to leave that day
behind, along with animals and any- in 1942. Hashimoto, a native of
Watsonville, was one of the 785 evacthing that resembled a weapon.
over uated.
One message was
again to the reporter. The evacuees of
See INTERNMENT, page 3
Japanese decent said they were

Hairstyles can define a woman’s personality, especially African American
hair which can be manipulated in to so
many creative dos.
"Doin Black Hair: Past, Present and
Future," is scheduled to take place from
11 am. to 4:30 p.m. in the Engineering
building, room 189.
This event that presents how black
hairstyles have become a part of the
African American culture and the
urban youth culture.
"African Americans have contributed
so much to others, like dance, music,
our mannerisms and phrases," said coorganizer of the event, Marlene
Coach. "It will be an educational piece
that normally does not get much dialogue."

After the lectures there will be a question and answer period followed by a
workshop. The workshop will demonstrate a specialist in hair braiding,
dreadlocks, puffs, adding extensions to
braids, cornrows, and will also address
techniques for the care A nd maintenance of braids and dreadlocks in
straight and curly hair.
"African Americans are trend setters,"
Coach said. "People have imitated the
very versatile black hair, yet they do not
know about our hair."
The conference will be free, but the
workshops will be 110. Registration
will be on a first come, first served basis
from
11
a.m.
to
noon.
There will be three workshops that will
allow 25 participants to sit in on each
so they can get the full benefits of the
session.
One workshop will be about chemically treated hair and how to treat and

repair it. Another will be run by Joanne
Cornwell, an African American studies
and French professor who is rounder
and executive director of Sisterlocks.
"Sisterlocks is a gentle technique that
requires no chemicals and no damaging
abrasion to the hair or scalp," Coach
said.
The third workshop will he about
creating and maintaining braids, cornrows, dreadlocks and extensions.
One keynote speaker will be Kennel
Jackson From the history department at
Stanford University who will provide
an overview of the historical and aesthetic dimensions of black hairstyles in
America.
Also speaking will be Joanne
Cornwell, the rounder of Sisterlocks
who has w6tten two books on hair. She
will speak on femininity and hair,
focusing on the multiple dimensions of
black women’s hairstyles.
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The many possibilities of reality-TV future with O.J.
I remember watching 0J. Simpson flee from cop, in his
white Ford Bronco and thinking, it just doesn’t get any better
than this.
TV had reached a new apex.
Suddenly, a new frontier of reality programming glistened in
plain view.
The only possible excuse for not watching TV that day is
you were living in Los Angeles and owned a helicopter.
It was a remarkable spectacle, a shameful pleasure to watch,
a carnival of sights unseen and untold.
There, all up in the middle of it, was a haggard hero - the
guy from the Hertz ads - the guy from "the Naked Gun" the football hall-of-famer, 0J. Simpson, cruising at a cool 50
mph.
The hysteria of the event was incredible, a defining moment
for the ’90s.
The chase, the arrest and, finally, the trial, became American
lore, oozing out of TV screens and on to T-shirts, bumper
stickers and other paraphernalia.
The progress of cameras into American courtrooms ceased
altogether.
Reputations and careers surged and suffered as a result.
It was a wild time.
This week, rumors of an 0J. Simpson reality show spread
like wildfire.
0.J.’s name wafted through the American media once
again, much like the scent of french fries at the zoo.
Ummm... 0.J
The very thought of 0.J. returning to TV prominence is

13 hour-long episodes using stockpiled footage of 0.J. at hipmouthwatering.
hop concerts, the only thing I want to do is call up all my
You know what I mean. Think of the possibilities.
friends, reserve a keg and set my VCR.
First, the marketability is off the hook.
Alas, it’s not to be.
VHS. DVD. Syndication. The money is huge.
O.J. and his lawyer said Thursday the unauthorized project
Too bad America’s favorite former murder suspect is on the
hook, so to speak, for the greater part of a $33 million civil will not he allowed to move forward.
Case closed.
court settlement.
Wait!
Otherwise, 0.J. might jump at the chance
I declare a mistrial. I move for some sort of
to cash in on his infamy.
cultural or societal intervention.
But things being as they are (miserable) for
Think about what we’re missing out on
the once great football player, movie actor
here.
and rental car spokesman, any money earned
0J. interacting with the public. 0J. crackat this point would likely go straight front
ing jokes about being broke. 0J. discussing
his bank account - if he still has one - to
current hip-hop trends.
the families of slain ex-wife Nicole Brown
The possibilities are endlessly hilarious.
Simpson and her friend Ronald Goldman.
Well, I’d rather laugh than cry.
And, of course, they don’t deserve it,
True, there is a touchy racial issue
Simpson said this week.
TONY BU RC H Y NS
enmeshed in all of this hoopla.
That is why he hasn’t worked since the trial,
Would all African Americans appreciate
0J. told reporters Thursday.
images of 0.J. being cheered by hip-hop crowds?
And he isn’t about to start now.
What does 0J. signify, beyond road rage, white Broncos
What does all this amount to?
and gloves that don’t fit?
An unsatisfied hunger for french fries.
Is he a mythical figure, a high profile example of everything
Frankly, I’m starving.
This is one of those "out of sight, out of mind" situations right and wrong in America, racially, economically and socially?
gone haywire.
Who knows?
Until this week, I hadn’t seriously considered the possibility
That’s a question for the long haul.
of an 0.J. reality show.
What makes life in America so delightfully, uh, immediateBut now that I know a Miami producer actually rigged up

Peterson tragedy reminder
of similar event years ago

Sparta Guide is provided tree of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daiht office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
The ASCR is offering a Spin
class at the Event Center from
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. For more
information contact Matt
McNamara at 924-6217.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
Akbayan Filipino-American club
The 15th annual Philinine cultural show, "The Ninong, will
take place at 7 p.m. today and 6
p.m. on April 26 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Tickets are $10 in
advance and $12 at the door.
Tickets will be sold in front of the
Student Union. For more information contact Ted at 924-7455 or
visit www.akbayansjsu.i-p.com.
African American Studies
Department
"Doin’ Black hair: Past, present
and future" will take place from 11
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Engineering building, room 189.
For more information contact
Ruth Wilson at 924-5871.
Prevention Education Program
and Counseling Services
Free seminar. "How to help a
friend with an alcohol problem."
Kell Fujimoto and Ellen Lin will
be presenting from noon to 1 p.m.
on April 29 in the Guadalupe
room of the Student Union. For
more information contact
Margaret Tam at
margetam@email.sjsu.edu.

SATURDAY
Alcbayan Filipino-American club
The 15th annual Philinine cultural show, "The Ninong, will
take place at 6 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Tickets are
$10 in advance and $12 at the
door. Tickets will be sold in front
of the Student Union. For more
information contact Ted at 9247455 or visit www.akbayansjsu.ip.com.

SUNDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at

11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Twilight talk with Sister
Michelle will take place after the 5
p.m. mass with dinner to follow at
the CCM Omega Lounge. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.

MONDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Spin, Abs Only, Turbo
Kickboxing, Night Spin, HiLo/Hip Hop, Body Pump, Cardio
Kickboxing, Contact Kickboxing,
Stretch/Flex/Relax. For more
information and class times, contact Matt McNamara at 924-6217.
Nutrition Education Action Team
Free nutrition counseling by
nutrition and dietetics students
today from 3:15 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.
at the Sport Club. For more information contact Jen Styles, campus
nutritionist, at 924-6118.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation - Adventures
Capoeira Martial Arts Training
from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at the
Event Center Aerobics Studio.
Cost is $60 general, $50 student.
For more information contact
Matt at 924-6217.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
Career Center
Drop-in from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Career Center. For
more information contact the
Career Resource Center at 9246031.
Prevention Education Program
and Counseling Services
Free seminar: "How to help a
friend with an alcohol problem."
Kell Fujimoto and Ellen Lin will
be presenting from noon to 1 p.m.
on April 29 in the Guadalupe
room of the Student Union. For
more information contact
Margaret Tam at
margetam@email.sjsu.edu.

TUESDAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the

SJSU CCM Chapel located at
10th and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes
at the Event Center. Classes running today: Body Sculpting,
Weight Training, Yoga, Aerobics,
Advanced Step, Butts 8c Guts,
Body Sculpting, Beginning Step.
For more information and class
times, contact Matt McNamara at
924-6217.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Potluck Theology every Tuesday
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Call John
Wilhelmsen at 835-8783 for location.
Nurses Christian Fellows*
The Nurses Christian Fellowship
will have "The Gift of Identity" at
4:30 p.m. in the Pacheco Room.
For more information contact
Diane Stegmeir at 248-2997.
Career Center
Drop-in from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at the Career Center. For
more information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
Work IV drop-in from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. at the Career Center. For
more information call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
Internship workshop from 12:30
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Career
Center Workshop room. For more
information contact the Career
Resource Center at 924-6031.
Career Center
Employer table: Fastenal. The
tables will sit from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. outside of the College of
Business next to Jazzland Coffee,
and the Ninth Street Plaza in front
of the Career Center. For more
information contact Espie
Santiago at 924-2692.
African American Studies
Department
Zen meditation group will meet
from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the
Africana Center, Module A. For
more information contact Elisa
Harvic at 924-5871.

The case involving Ladi Peterson brings up certain emo- FBI.
The little I knew about campus life told me something was
tions in yours truly that are a reminder of another case from
the mid-90s.
going on where we had more to worry about than the hairyMy first impressions of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo were that legged resident adviser from the third floor breaking up our
everything was sunny and that the surfer look from Southern soirees. They called an advice-giving cop and forced us to
dress in suits and ties to see the dean.
Califomia was in.
People seemed to be family-oriented and good-natured,
When I returned in the fall I had already decided that busigraduation bound scholars looking for a campus free of the ness wasn’t the field I wanted to pursue as a career.
metropolis dilemma.
Writing was something Jack Kerouac turned me onto with
They forgot it was a college campus.
"The Dharma Bums." Before I even read it, I liked the title
Surely there were worse things than the members the first and I wanted to dive into it, although I was too busy telling
floor of Tower Two stealing the Cal Poly
the people I was getting stoned with what it
banner from the quad on homecoming and
was about without reading it.
putting it up on the mountainside or two
When I did finally read it, I placed myself in
drunken miscreants writing "Cal Poly
the position of both Kerouac and Japhy Rider.
Sucks" in ketchup across the floor of the
The mountaineer-meditating-over-poetry
vending machine area.
look appealed to me, but my roommate had
The fraternities held parties, just like any
already taken that.
school, and most of the freshmen were
I went to Santa Cruz with the idea of getthere to pay their $3 dollars and make a
ting inspiration from the beach and waves.
dent in the Natural Light kegs.
Some years down the road, after ending up
Some went more than others and never
in a foreign country teaching my native langot tired of the same old routine on
guage and visiting Elmwood County Jail and
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.
the Santa Clara County Municipal
DANIEL
HARTMAN
Kristin Smart, missing since May 25, 1996
Courthouse I now have a more genuine
was one of those people, like us, who had the
approach to writing.
reputation of circulating the party scene on the weekends.
First I put myself in the character’s position. Then I begin
When I say us, l’ m referring to my roommate and a few to think about what his possible motives could have been to
other friends from Tower Two who chose to drink on the supposedly sequestering and later killing his pregnant wife.
weekends.
Seeing the face of Scott Peterson in court, he looks desenSmart, better known as "Rory," disappeared while returning sitized, maddened, without a trace of remorse whether he did
from one of these parties during the early hours one spring it or not.
morning.
His demeanor tells what he is going through from the
The story I remember is that she was walking home with worry in his eyes to the pursing of his lips and heightened
two guys from a party when she was last seen, but she never response to questioning, which is understandable for anyone
made it back to her red brick dormitory room.
facing the death penalty for the slaying of his unbom child
Her roommate failed to notify campus police until two days and wife.
later because she figured Smart had found another place to
It could be weeks...months...years until there is an answer.
There has been and will be more hysteria revolving this case.
stay for the weekend and had failed to tell her about it.
Campus police were unable to make any headway on the
If Smart disappeared six years ago next month and the last
case so they turned it over to the San Luis Obispo Sheriff’s person to see her has clasped his mouth shut and is still selling dollar soaked gas at Shell, who knows how long this case
Department. But it was too little, too late.
The investigation is now in the hands of the FBI and still will pan out.
nobody has turned up.
The point being we’re in for a long ride with the Peterson
The fliers around Cal Poly at the time of Smart’s disap- trial, and it just takes that much more attention away from
pearance were the talk of undergraduates for weeks until another case that hasn’t been solved in six years.
finals week was up, and students went home for the summer.
The Smart case is still untold except for the police proceMy floor mates and I had deduced that she had either been dure in the beginning and the devaluation of young people as
killed by one of the two buffoons she was walking home with, a whole.
or she had taken off on her own and instructed her two confidants to remain quiet about the whole incident.
Maybe she was sexually assaulted, then killed. The assailant
Daniel Hartman is a
then threatened the two kids about saying anything.
Spartan Dai6, Staff Writer.
No one ever found out what really happened, not even the
Guest columnists appear Fridays.
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School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art receptions
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
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ly gratifying, however, is the warm glow of pixels, scandals,
intrigue and stars.
And the soft crunch of french fries.
Fortunately, there’s still hope for an 0J. fix in the near
future, which only seems right since the media pusher man
has gotten us all hooked.
0J. is reportedly considering becoming a TV commentator
for actor Robert Blake’s murder trial.
Just picture it. If Blake goes down, 0J. could point out
where the defense went wrong, and offer tips to the next
celebrity murderer.
Of course, in 0.J.’s mind, innocent until proven guilty doesn’t exist when the media pokes its nose into judicial affairs.
He may be right.
But in the case of Los Angeles crime, some criminals may
be guilty until trespassed against by inept LAPD investigators.
Whatever expertise 0J. is willing to share during the
upcoming Blake trial would no doubt be uproarious.
Apparently, O.J. thinks his opinions would be taken seriously. Otherwise, why would he consider pitching in his two
cents?
I’m already smiling at the thought of future Saturday Night
Live skits.
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OPINION PAGE POUCY I Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or a point
of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A viewpoint is the same as a letter to the editor, except it is a 4a)-word
revorwe to an ISM Of point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the F.ditor box at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bente] Hall, Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily.casa.sjsmedu or mailed
to the Srartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Edtiorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan
Daily editors, not the stag.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, or SJSU.
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Kids got theirfingerprints taken

continuedfrom page 1

Marshall of the SJSU police department. "The parents get two copies
and just in case something happens,
they can give the police the information."
Aside from the fingerprinting service, each young participant received a
free goody bag that consisted of a
Frisbee, candies, mini note pads and a
free bowling pass, all donated by
Spartan Shops with a certificate of
participation.
As the children dragged their parents to the basement of the Student

since the organization started,
Sundholm said.
"It gives parents a chance to bring
their kids to work so their kids will
know what they do," she said.
In the back of the room, the
University Police Department was
also at the event and provided a free
fingerprinting service.
"The kids get their fingerprints and
photo taken, and it’s for the parents’
record," said Cpl. Detective Paul

Union to play in the arcade, 12-yearold Zoraya Soto waited for her mom
to finish her air hockey game with a
young male rival,
"I thought it was cool," said Soto,
who hopes to study computer science
at SJSU. "I learned that me and my
mom have a lot in common, like we
like to play and goof around."
After a 7-to-4 victory at air hockey,
Soto’s mom, Irene Banuelos, who is a
social work administrative assistant at
SJSU, said it was her first time participating in this event,

"I wanted her to learn and know
what I do at work," Banuelos said. "I
work from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and I
think it’s great to have a day like this
so I can spend time with her."
Despite the pouring rain, the event
was fiill of young participants learning, playing and spending time with
their parents.
As the event ended on a positive
note, Sundholm passed out the
remaining goody bags.
Sundholm smiled and said, "This
worked out really well."

Public face of Iraqi government, Aziz, captured, U.S. says

WASHINGTON (AP)
U.S.
forces in Iraq have taken custody of
Tariq Aziz, the former deputy prime
minister and the most visible Iraqi
leader other than Saddam Hussein.
Officials at the Pentagon and at
Central Command headquarters in
Qptar said Thursday they did not
know whether Aziz was captured or
whether he turned himself in.
On the U.S. list of the 55 mostwanted members of the former government, Aziz was No. 43, the eight
of spades in the military’s card deck
of top Iraqi leaders.
His prominence in the regime
could make Aziz a source for the best
information yet on the fate of
Saddam and his two sons, as well as
the location of any hidden weapons
of mass destruction.
"We can confirm Tariq Aziz is now

under coalition control," said Central
Command spokeswoman Capt. Dani
Burrows.
Sen. Bob Graham, D-Fla., former
chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, said Thursday night the
arrest of another top Iraq official, in
Syria, would be announced shortly.
Graham, at a session of the Council
on Foreign Relations, declined to
identify the Iraqi, saying only that he
held one of the most sensitive positions in the Iraqi government and
was arrested in the past 24 hours.
Aziz was often the public face of
Iraq when responding to accusations
by the United States and United
Nations,
He was the only Christian in
Saddam’s inner circle, most of whom
were Sunni Muslims like Saddam.
He served as foreign minister during

the 1991 Persian Gulf War and was a
frequent spokesman at that time.
In other developments Thursday:
- President Bush raised the possibility that any Iraqi weapons of mass
destruction were destroyed before or
during the U.S.-led war, suggesting
for the first time that coalition
troops may come up empty in their
search.
- In an interview with The
Associated Press, Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld said that the
United States will not allow an Iranstyle religious government to take
run Iraq. He also said Syria and othera in the region will not be permitted to influence Iraq’s future.
- Jay Garner, the U.S. official in
charge of rebuilding Iraq, predicted
the ’ governmental process" there will
he running by the end of next week.

He met with 60 Iraqi technocrats
and academics.
- Representatives of 15 Arab
states issued a statement urging "an
immediate and unconditional withdrawal of the invading forces from
Iraqi territories" and said Iraq should
be governed by Iraqis.
- The Pentagon announced that
thousands of National Guard and
Reserve forces who left civilian lives
and jobs for the war in Iraq will be
heading home soon. It is estimated
that roughly 100,000 Guard and
Reserve forces are among the more
than 250,000 Americans on duty in
the Persian Gulf region.
- Baghdad is getting about onefourth its usual supply of electricity
but won’t be fully powered until
engineers get parts to repair damaged transformers and power lines.

SARS causes maj or hospital to close; panicky residents empty stores
BEIJING (AP) - Authorities dosed
two hospitals and put patients and
2,000 workers under observation for the
SARS virus, while across the city
Thursday, anxious residents emptied
grocery stores of rice, oil and frozen
food in a bout of panic-buying.
The closures were the latest action
this week - along with the closing of
public schools and plans for a quarantine - to try to contain severe acute
respiratory syndrome, which killed four
more people, raising Beijing’s death toll
to 39.
Nationwide, 110 people have died
from the disease, the Health Ministry
said.
On Friday, Beijing’s Ditan Hospital
was sealed off, with no visitors allowed
in, said an official in the hospital’s

administrative office who declined to

give her name. Medical workers were
allowed to leave the building.
Also closed, on Thursday, was the
People’s Hospital of Peking University.
The hospital was being disinfected, and
a university official said an unknown
number of patients and 2,262 employees were moved for observation to
another hospital, one of six designated
to handle SARS.
However, a sign outside the building,
which was condoned off with police
tape, said everything inside - from
patients to equipment - was being
t there to stem the spread of the
SARS virus.
The unversity official, who would
only give his surname, Sun, said he didn’t know how many patients were in the

the hospital Web site says it
has 1,020 beds. It was also unclear ’how
many hospital staff might still be inside.
The spread of SARS has touched on
virtually every aspect of society in
China, from tourism to business even sports, as the nation’s soccer association postponed the start of the professional season.
The effects of the disease were also
being felt - though less profoundly in Canada. Both Toronto and Beijing
were added Wednesday to a list of other
Chinese cities as places trawlers should
avoid.
Toronto has fax fewer cases than
China and only 16 deaths, but the
World Health Organization said it had
exported SARS cases to other countries. Canadian officials, fearing a conhospital;

tinned decline in business, asked WHO
to reconsider, but noted that was
unlikely.
In Beijing, airport and train station
were packed this week with people trying to flee.
Shoppers worried that officials might
close stores as a preventive measure, or
worse, quarantine all of Beijing, which
would cut off food supplies. They have
been rushing to clear the shelves of
eggs, dumplings, soy sauce, rice and
instant noodles.
At the Ito Yokado, an upscale grocery,
a store clerk stacking towers of instant
noodles apologized to shoppers seeking
22-pound bags of rice.
They were sold out of that size bag.
"I’m sure more will be coming," said the
clerk, Zhao Shuli.

A S S IF
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.

EMPLOYMENT
General

SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M-F.
FT. Provides daily program
planning, activities & supervision for groups of participants
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose. Prey exp managing
staff. $17/hour Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228. Send resume to
Ron Habig, Easter Seals Bay Area
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858.
Call for educational requirements.

LOS GATOS SWIM 8 RACQUET
CLUB is currently accepting
applications for swim coaches
for our 2003 summer league
age group swim team. Season
length: April 27-July 20th. 2003.
Practices dates & times are as
follows. Apnl 28-June 14. 2003
3:15-6:30pm. June 16-July 20.
’03 6:15-9:30am Applicants are
to be outgoing, with experience,
with current CPR 8 First Aid
certifications. Fax resume(s) to
408-358-2593
NEWSPAPER DELIVERY
Great On-Campus Job!
Secure your job now for the Fall.
The Spartan Daily has 2 delivery
positions available for the Fall
semester Work every school
day morning from 7am-9am,
delivering the Spartan Daily to
news stands on campus Must
have a CA license with clean
DMV Apply at the Spartan Daily.
Dwight Bentel Hall. Rm 203

BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
CALL NOW/
FUN J0131
Part-time work with flexible hours
(5-30 hours per week)
Customer service/sales positions
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
Earn $85 -$500 per week
No experience necessary
Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now’
CALL 615-1500 10 am -4 pm
’www.workforstudents.corn/sisu’

MALE GRAD STUDENTS: LOOKING FOR TUTOR ASAP in
ages 25-45, 2nd generation US Chem-1B. Gen Chemistry, for 6
citizen for NASA Team Mission wits. Call 510-471-0502 after 6pm.
Call
$250.
earn
study.
$1500 weekly potential mailing
650-604-5118, ref M302.
our circulars. Free information
JOSE Call 203-683-0258.
SAN
DOWNTOWN
Corporate Mice seeks full time
receptionist/general office clerk.
Responsibilities include reception, clerical tasks & support of
all departments. Must have
some experience in accounting
and working knowledge of Word
and Excel. Fax resume to
408-271-7911 or email to
hr510 0 pacif icstates.com.

GREAT RECREATION JOBS
At The Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
LEADERS, FfT and WT. Must
be avail M-F, 7:00am-2:00pm &
afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm.
No ECE Units re q. Pay range:
S6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laurie
354-8700x224. If you have skills
in sports, arts, and group games
and like working with children,
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST we need you.
&/or Early Interventionist sought
Home-based San Jose program ALL MAJORS! Growing Carico
PT or per diem. Salary based on Regional Office has immediate
exp Call 510-835-2131x104. customer service/ sales openings
Resume to: jobsOesba.org or fax for energetic individuals. No
to Leslie/HR 0 510-444-2340. experience necessary, training
during
part-time
provided,
DELIVERY DRIVERS
classes, full-time summer and
Party rental business.
flexible hours. $17.50 / To Start.
Perfect for students!
Call 408-436-9336.
Earn $250 every weekend!
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Must have reliable truck or van.
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule
Heavy lifting is required.
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
408-292-7876.
Student Friendly - Will Train
LIFEGUARDS, Instructional
408-247-4827
Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks LICENSED NUTRITIONIST to
part or full-time for San Jose. teach nutrition & conditioning
Mon -Fri. $9.82-$13 42. Call class in San Jose. Mon. -Fri
Jacob - 295-0228. Resume: $18/hr. Exp leading exercise. Call
730 Empey Way, San Jose Peter 408-295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose 95128
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
or fax 408-275-9858
of
expansion
FUN WORK Local
national PR / Communication:,
firm. Fun, friendly work- Flexible WORD PROCESSING
hours. Great resume bldr - No
PROFESSIONAL
exp nee. but must be friendly &
WORD PROCESSING
motivated. PT/FT $300-700/wk.
theses, term papers,
Have
your
Local positions. Cat 916-441-8290
group projects, etc professiontyped.
APA a specialty.
ally
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Experienced & dependable.
VALET 25-30 pos. FT / PT
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Friendly & Outgoing
Linda for an appointment at
Great Communication Skills
(408) 264-4504
Clean DMV 408-910-2556
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS’
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

continuedfrom page 1
"I never got a day in court," said
Hashimoto, a retired Watsonville
High School history teacher. "We
were guilty by the way we looked?
Interned when he was nearly 7,
Hashimoto wore his prison No.
12524D during the presentation.
With his number written in bright red
on a tag the size of playing card,
Hashimoto handed everyone in attendance a family identification tag. On
the back of the tag 10 of the Japanese
internment camps were listed.
"I’m curious with what happened at
the Japanese internment camps," said
attendee Rose Pettit, an administration of justice graduate student. "The
speaker was very enlightening with
explaining what happened."

continuedfrom page 1
production, which has been in the
works since the beginning of the
semester. The national language of the
Philippines, Tagalog, will be used
throughout the play, however, sparingly. It is a play that both students
and families can enjoy, said Miranda,
a junior history major.
Alcbayan has invited many schools
from neighboring cities to attend the
play.

NEW YORK (AP) - A video camplanted in the chambers of a judge
caught him taking cash and gifts including a box of cigars - to influence
divorce cases, authorities charged
Thursday.
The sting resulted in the arrest of
State Supreme Court Justice Gerald P.
Garson, 72, on corruption charges.
Prosecutors said it was the first time
video surveillance was used against a
state judge in his own chambers.
"We had probable cause to believe
criminal activity would be taking place
in that area," Brooklyn District
Attorney Charles Hynes said.
Prosecutors also said a special grand
jury has been convened to investigate
possible corruption in the judge-selection process. Garson - after confronted with the surveillance tape - reportera

SERVICES

LOST & FOUND
PUPPY FOUND! Friendly Lab.
near Clark Library. Mon. 4/14,
8:30pm Call Humane Society
727-3383 to identify & claim him.

LOST EYEGLASSES - Friday
PAPER EDITING!
4/18 at BBC Please contact if
Editing Performed by
found 408-464-8897
Professors and graduate
Students. Visit us at
LOST 8 FOUND ADS
www.papercheck.com Or Call
are offered FREE to the
Us Toll Free at (866) 693-EDIT
campus community.

FOR NATIoNAI.

Ac 1-:%( -) RATES (’ ALL 40R-924-3277

INTERNET COMM. PR FIRM is
now accepting applications for
motivated student to coordinate
advertising, publicity. public
relations 8 promotional tasks
No experience necessary but
communication skills a must
Flexible hours Excellent pay Call
for interview. 408-977-3636.
,--- Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add r
information.
dditlonal
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
Cr coupons for discount
vacations O merchandise

[:111-.70:1[JUULIJLIZia:11:11:1LILILILQUILIULILIEJULIULILJ
ULILILILIULIJULIU:11:1UUCILICILICIUCILILILIULILILILJ
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Five
Four
Three
One
Two
Days
Days Days
Day
Days
$13
$11
$9
3 lines
$5
$7
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DRICQUNTS;
20 . consecutive issues receive 10. off
40 . consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 . consecutive issues receive 25t, off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

SJSU STUDENT RATE:
* Lost 8 Found ads are

Please check

Add,,,,

one classification:

:rty 5 State

As cods

Phone

Send check or money order to.
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

(No Credit Cards Accepted)

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a rn two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
H ea Ith,Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED
offered free as a service to the campus community

25%

408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
classified@casa.sjsti.edu
ENTERTAINMENT

HEALTH & BEAUTY
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call
BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential.

NEED 4 TICKETS
to GOOD CHARLOTTE
Will pay well. 408-993-8166

__.
TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
6
11
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
28
29
30
32
33
35
39
40
41
42
43
45
46
48
50
53
54
55
57
58
60
65

ACROSS
Kids around
Military posts
Atlas page
Feminine
principle
Give one’s views
Menu phrase
(2 wets )
Tiny bugs
Dollar fractions
Boy
Smelled bad
- -face
Scabbard fillers
Corrects
Schedule
Young chicken
Unlit
Traffic cone
Almost shut
Confess
Baseball event
Hose
Philosopher
- Descartes
Annoyed
Not working
River
embankment
Vaned
Actually
Mittens lack
Keep occupied
Omits
Machine tooth
Fish basket
Windshield
device
Mademoiselle’s
summer

66 City near
Phoenix
87 VCR function
68 German title start
89 Skewers
70 Had lots
of status
1
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Snag or rip
Rustic hotel
- Appia
CPR pro
Talked back
Concentrate
Not closed
Goalies milieu
HBO
alternative
Flavorful seed
Stone worker
Not in a whisper
Breathes hard
Pitfall
Scolding
Speed -trap
device
Century plant
Madonna rote
Bygone desk
features
Novelist
- Rand
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63
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eclly told investigators that judgeships
could be "bought and solid" in
Brooklyn.
The judge was arraigned Thursday on
a charges of official misconduct along
with five co-defendants, including a
lawyer and court employees. Their
lawyers said they were innocent.
Garson "completely denies the allegations," said his attorney, Stanford
Bandelli. If convicted, Garson faces up
to four years in prison.
Court officials, who suspended the
judge from his $136,700 -a-year post
with pay, said they were reviewing
Garson’s cases for signs of wrongdoing.
The investigation was launched in
October after an unidentified woman
complained to authorities that a con
man was roaming the courthouse, soliciting bribes to fix matrimonial cases.

PHN :

SHARED HOUSING

SPOTLESS 2 BDRM 1 BA APT FEMALE ROOMMATE, Non2 blocks south SJSU. Parking. smoker Nice 3bd/2ba home in
laundry, $1200/mo. 408-559-1356 safe neighborhood 1 blk to Lt
Rail. $450/mo mcI util $500 dep.
’"FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT** 265-6381.
Extra large, newly remodeled:
2 i-infim/1 bath & 2 bdrm/2 full bath APPLY NOW! SUMMER/FALL
apts. starting at $995/month Also. Men’s furnished shared housing
3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $1199 & up. from $415/month including utiliWill work with you on deposit. ties. Across street from SJSU.
2 blocks from SJSU. Water/Trash Month to month or lease. Apply
paid. Parking avail. Washer/ Drier 0 278S. 10th St Call 243-0707
on site. Cats OK. Well managed or 268-1750 scprop attbi.com
student bldg. 408-378-1409
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
For American and International
TIRED OF SHARING
Students
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge 2 bedroom, Fun and Friendly Environment
5 minute walk to campus
2 full bath, over 1000 square foot
Well-equipped Kitchen
apartment. Walking distance to
Computer and Study rooms
campus, newly remodeled,
parking,
security
gate.
2 pianos and games rooms
Laundry Facilities
Substantially larger than others’
Parking
$1250/mo 408-947-0803
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
tour or check our website
www.sisu eduideptsnhouse
360 S 11th Street (between
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
San Carlos & San Salvador)
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
year Save 30. - 60C For info LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?
call 1-800-655-3225 or
Advertise in Classifieds,
www.studentdental corn or
The Spartan Daily
www goldenwestdental corn
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis.
Expenenced. efficient, reliably
exacting. I will meet your deadline. Call Grace 831-475-2796
or evagrace@aol.com

Tickets for the event are available in
front of the Student Union for the
two-day event.
General admission pre-sale tickets
are $10 and children pre-sale tickets
are $5. There will be tickets available
at the door for a higher price of $12
for general admission and $7 for children.
The doors open at 6:30 E.m. for the
Friday show starting at p.m. and
5:30 p.m. for the Saturday show starting at 6 p.m.

New York judge hit wi th corruption charges

S
RENTAL HOUSING

Sponsored by the Watsonville-Santa
Cruz Japanese American Citizen’s
League, the reenactment was intended to thank those friends and neighbors who helped the Japanese Americans.
"San jOfee State sent us magazines,
newspapers, and books while in
camp," Hashimoto said,
Following the video, Hashimoto
brought the discussion to the next
level. He wanted to let everyone know
what happened to Japanese Americans can happen again, especially in light of America’s current sinus non.
"He is a good speaker with an
important story to tell," said Harry
Meserve, a librarian at SJSU. "I would
not be surprised if he was regivafly or
nationally known."

FILIPINO I

F6iniL/o6a6hiddniflr 30 s aces includin letters, numbers punctuation6snci21 tit; radisrj

FITNESS! AEROBIC! DANCE
INSTRUCTORS. Need Energetic
individuals to teach basic dance
& fitness classes. Flex sched. Will
train Fax resumes to 971-4761
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It’s more than a gym it’s a sports club A’s top Tigers 2-0
OAKLAND
(AP)
Mark
Mulder and his manager knew his
left arm was fine when they went
out golfing earlier this week and
the pitcher was 1 -over par after
nine holes.
On Thursday, Mulder’s game was
superb for nine innings. In his first
outing since taking a ball in the
forearm, he retired the first 13 batters and pitched a three-hitter for
his first shutout since last June to
lead the Oakland Athletics over
the Detroit Tigers 2-0.
During his golf outing with Ken
Macha,IYIuldir finished with a 76
on a course in nearby Livermore.
"I was surprised he asked me to
play a dry after I got hit in the
arm," Mulder said.
There were no signs the lump on
his arm from Saturday’s r er
affected his delivery or control.
Mulder (3-1) only allowed six
balls out of the infield after the
first inning in his most efficient
start of the season. He threw just
25 pitches through three innings,
16 for strikes, and was out of the
first inning in six pitches.
Craig Monroe singled to shortstop in the fifth to break up
Mulder’s no-hit bid. The ball
glanced off Mulder’s glove, slowing
it just enough for Monroe to barely beat out the throw by Miguel
Tejada. Mulder struck out three
and walked one.
"I felt this good the last couple
starts, but I just made some mistakes," he said. "I didn’t make mis-

By Kimberly Lapham
Daily Sty/ Iito
The people who use the sports dub at
the Event Center at San Jose State
University are as diverse as the activities
offered there.
Be it sweating it out at the gym,
screeching back and forth on thelaasketball court or slamming racquetballs
into walls, there are plenty of activities
offered at the dub and plenty of people
take advantage of them.
The 20-foot rock wall offers club
users a vertical challenge, one that Larry
Peluso, a chernisoy major earning his
second bachelors degree, intends to
master once again.
The artificial rock wall in the club
doesn’t stand up to El Capitan, where
Peluso used to climb. As he stretched
out below the wall doing rehabilitation
exercises, he told of how he was hit by a
car in 1990. Since then, he has been
working to get back in shape so he can
climb again.
Peluso said he has been using the gym
at the club for a couple weeks because
he only recendy discovered it. He’ll be
working out there more as his injury
improves, he said.
"I really like it," he said. "They have
great equipment"
Equipment that he said beats the
machines offered at his
sreally
’tIserious
".m
yg equipaZeitielTs
ment," Peluso said, noting how helpful
the gym’s multi-hip machines have
been forhim.
In addition to the two multi-hip
machines, the um boasts 2 leg curl and
extension machines, three cross-ramps,
10 Stairmasters, four treadmills and 10
stationary bikes, among many others. It
also offers free weights ranging from 10
to 110 pounds and plates from two and
a half to 45_ pounds.
Jasmine Gonzalez, a freshman majoring in criminal justice, makes good use
of treadmills.
"It’s a stress reliever," she said of running on the treadmill, which she does
for an hour about once every month. "It
makes me feel better."
Richard Robles, a paramedic student
at the EMS academy in Redwood City,
has been relieving stress in the club’s 10

Josh Sturgis / Daily Staff
Dante Dudley, an undeclared sophomore, dribbled the ball during a game of basketball at the Event Center
Sports Club Thursday. The gym is a popular place for pickup games.
racquetball courts lot about three years.
He said it’s a stress reliever, a way to
get in shape and a means to have ftut
Although he is not a student at SJSU,
Robles said he uses the dub because it’s
cheaper than a normal gym. As anonstudent, Robles pays about $360 for a
one-year membership. The people at
the club are more down to earth than at
regular gyms, he said. "They have a different motive to be here," he said.
Robles, who uses the racquetball facilitiLs about twice a week, said that if
there are enough people to play games
ainst, he’ll spend up to four hours at
e club.
"You run into a lot more competition," he said. "It’s a lot of fun."
However, Robles often plays racquetball with his roommate, Colin
Sheldrick, an SNIT sent, if majoring in

aviation, who has played racquetball for
about a decade. Shelckick has used the
club for about four years and said he’s
really a tennis buff but enjoys this racquet sport as well.
Playing at the club makes it easier to
play against someone else who is good
at the sport, and it serves as a nice
on rainy days, he said. Plus, it’s flee hrr
students who have paid the 881 student
union fee.
Sheldrick said he usually uses the
weights at the gym and then heads for
the racquetball court.
As he headed to join his roommate
for a game, Robles, who is also an avid
runner and cyclist, joked that he usually kicks Robles’ butt on the court.
James Westfield, a freshman kinesiology major,_4....nds his time on a different court. He and a group of about 30

people play basketball regularly in the
clubs mini gym. Westfield, who has
played basketball for about 13 years,
plays for up to three hours two to three
days a week. He’s been using the dub
since he began at SJSU in August
When asked why he plays, he said,
away from everything. From
the world. Just playing. Just having fun."
The sports dub also offers an aerobics
studio that houses classes ranging from
kickboxing to belly dancing. The
climbing wall is available 6_p.m. to 9:45
p.m. Monday through Fri&y.
While discount rates are offered for
alumni, faculty members and students
at other colleges, the facilities are open
to SJSU students with a Tower card.
The dub is open 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Friday and noon to 5
p m on Saturdays and Sundays.

agrees with the precautions.
’I think right now we have to back
off a little bit and make sure everybody stays safe until they find out
what’s going on," he said from
Tampa, where the team is playing
through Thursday.
"I think (fans) should understand
what’s going on because people are
dying from this thing. Its not like
people are just sick. People have
died."
Angels pitcher Kevin Appier is
worried enough about the threat that
he wants his team’s series against the
Blue Jays in Toronto from 11/lay 2-4
shifted to Anaheim.
"I think we should just switch and
play that series here and move the
one scheduled later in the season up
there," Appier said.
Representatives of baseball’s playe-,’ union planned to meet with the
1’ AIM ssioner’s office Friday to discuss SARS. Medical consultants will
also attend.
"I think we’re on the same page,"
said Gene Orza, the union’s No. 2
official. "The important thing is to
make sure the players have a good
feel for what’s going on."
Some players were already taking
precautions. Blue Jays pitcher Cory
Lidle said his wife has left Toronto
for their home in Las Vegas and is
not coming back
The Blue jays open a nine-game
homestand Friday, beginning with
the Royals, and there are no plans to
postpone the games.
But Paul Godfrey, president and
CEO of the Blue Jays, said the
SARS scare has already had an
impact on the team’s bottom line.
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Accepting most types of vision insurance.
20% discount off a full pair of prescription glasses la
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Philosophy Dept. Conference
April 26th
10:30 am - 5pm
"Crime in the Suites: Ethics in
Business and Public Policy"
FREE to all
Call 924-4293 to register
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A

Optometry Inc.
42 South First St lby Santa Data Si
San Jose, CA 95113
Phone 408-295-0246
Open Mon-Fri Nom Oarn-6pm

A
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Philosophy Club event ’Shadows on the Wall’
May 1st
5pm - 8pm
DMH 234
FREE screening of the film Memento
followed by presentation & discussion
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Penman said. This is brand new.
We’re not sure where it’s going. My
advice is we need to be cautious."
To emphasize that, he planned to
talk to head trainers of each of the 10
teams scheduled to visit Toronto
through the All-Star break in midJuly.
Signs of the SARS scare are evident in Toronto.
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As if you’ve got nothing better to do
on top of studying for finals and
recovering from last night, you gotta
move it or lose it. Well, we’ve got the
answer. Store it! That way you don’t
have to drag it with you and... it’ll be
here when you get back. Sound easy?
It is.
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2900 Monterey Rd.
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THE FIRST SPRING BREAK
REALITY MOVIE!

South San Jose
131 Baron’ Ave.
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NO SCRIPTS. NO ACTORS.
NO RULES.
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Focus

"There are people who are concerned. Our patronage is off. We’ve
lost in excess of 5,000, close to
10,000 in group sales," he said. "And
that doesn t count people holding
back who have second thoughts. We
can tell walkups are down 500 to
1,000 a game."
He also thinks there’s been an overreaction to the SARS cases.
"Toronto is not quarantined," he
said. "As a city, it’s OK. It’s business
as usual. We re still open for business."
Other games are being played;
most recently the Maple Leafs were
in the first round of the Stanley Cup
playoffs.
"If you go back and follow it carefully, arenas have been packed and
we’ve had no reported cases,"

Something Missing in Your life?
Maybe it’s God!
Join Us for Worship
Our Savior’s Lutheran Church
1224 N. Winchester Blvd.,
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 296-2688
Sunday Service: 10:30am
Bible Study: 9:00am
Wed. Evening Potluck: 6:00pm
Song/ Worship: 6:45pm

Philosophy Awareness

Baseball warns teams traveling to Toronto of SARS dangers
NEW YORK (AP) When the
Kansas City Royals play in Toronto
on Friday, they’ll be cautious about
where they eat meals, with whom
they spend time, and how they sign
autographs for fans.
Major league baseball warned
teams to take precautions when playing the Blue Jays in Canada after
health officials posted advisories
about the dangers of SARS in the
area.
Players were told to avoid crowds
and contact with fans as the city
deals with 140 cases of severe acute
respiratory syndrome and 16 deaths.
Canada has been the most SARSaffected area outside Asia.
"The fact is SARS is there," said
Dr. Elliot Pellman, MLB’s medical
adviser. "The other fact is there are
11 million people in Ontario, 2 million in the greater Toronto area. Take
t:
res and ,. tror
epideil,
ic or the black plague. With proper
precaution there is very little risk. Is
there some risk? Yes."
Teams will be told to avoid crowds,
hospitals and public transportation.
If they want to sign autographs,
Peilman said, players should use their
own pens.
Baseball originally said it would
advise players to avoid signing autographs, but later amended that.
"While it is a concern, the risk of
actual infection is still incredibly
small," said Rob Manfred, executive
vice president of labor relations for
the commissioner’s office. "The
advice we’re giving to the teams is
basic health advice: wash your hands,
avoid sharing food."
Toronto pitcher Tanyon Sturtze

takes. I pretty much kept the same
rh_ythm the whole game."
The Tigers, who beatCy Young
Award winner Barry Zito on
Wednesday for their second win of
the worst
the season, are 2-18
20-game start in club history. They
lost in Tim Hudson’s start on
Tuesday.
"The three pitchers we just faced
are the top dogs in baseball and we
competed against them," Tigers
manager Alan Trammell said. nAre
had a chance against them and
that’s some sort of positive."
Detroit starter Nate Cornejo (12), who spent the majority of last
season at Triple-A Toledo, gave up
one run and five hits in six innings.
Dean Palmer had two hits for the
Tigers.
"I didn’t have my best stuff but I
was able to mix it up and get some
said.
Cornejo
gt_oundballs,"
1unfortunately, Mulder pitched a
great game, too."
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